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29 Hofjes
In the past, “hofjes” were built to
house and take care of sick people,
the poor and travelers. In Groningen there are around thirty idyllic
hofjes, or hidden guest houses. These flowery gardens
full of trees and herb gardens
are reminiscent of the old
days. Many courtyards are freely
accessible. At the tourist office you
can get a walking route with some
nice background information.

150 meter
2 minutes walking
(1km is 4 minutes cycling)

Groningen

30 Buckshot Café
This cafe is proud of their collection
of the newest soul, funk and
any kind of jazz music you
can imagine... Mon to Fri

Learn from the locals, discover their hotspots and
feel at home in this awesome and down- to- earth city!

31 Pronk Stads & Terrascafé
Pronk has a lovely, extensive lunch
and dinner menu. They also have a
good hightea. See if you can get a
seat on the terrace with the cool
kids. Lunch: €8. Main dish: €18. Daily:
10:00 - 00:00.

32 Huis de Beurs
This cafe is in a prime location. Grab
a seat on the terrace and be entertained by messy traffic exchanges
between cyclists and pedestrians.
Weather permitting, you can get
lucky on the terrace when the house
pianist moves his piano outside to
play. Lunch: €8. Main dish: €13. Daily:
9:00 - 22:00.

from: 16:00. Fri to Sun
from:14:00.

33 FOLK Concept Store
This is the perfect place to score

Extraordinary spot

I find the Peperstraat to be the bustling
heart of Groningen nightlife. People
traipsing in and out of pubs and a decibel
level that gets higher as it gets later.
Cozy! Afterwards, it’s wonderful to step
into the serenity of the Pepergasthuis
, a shelter from the madness on the
other side of the wall.

Welcome to Groningen. The city where students, families, scientists and entrepreneurs cycle to work every morning. Where nature goes hand in hand with stunning
architecture. Where a fresh cup of coffee or a foaming glass of beer is never far
away. Where the bars never close and where you can find a truly challenging job
and enjoy a fantastic place to live.
We are the City of Talent! The average
age in Groningen is 34 years old. We are
the youngest city in the Netherlands, but
do not underestimate us; Groningers have
brains. More than 50.000 students, out of
200.000 inhabitants, attend higher education at the university.
No skyscrapers allowed. The Martinitoren is
the pride of Groningen and towers 97 meters above the city. According to law, no
building can ever be built higher than the
beloved tower.
This city literally never sleeps.
All pubs and bars
are within walking
distance of each other making it super
easy to hop from bar to bar. Groningen’s
bar and clubs have no official closing time.
Go out all night ‘til the early morning and get
your breakfast at the food market or get

Stadjers
bucket
list:

a brakke (hangover) brunch on Sunday at
Het Concerthuis
.

Visit the market on Saturday

See a concert at the Vera,
Simplon, Oosterpoort or Paradigm

Eat an eierbal at Friet van Piet

Shop ‘till you drop on Folkingestraat

and check opening hours at the

3 Prinsenhof
In the shadow of the Martini Tower
you’ll find Prinsenhof: a fancy
grand café and restaurant adjacent to the fairytale-like Prinsentuin. Did you know that King Willem
Alexander and Queen Maxima
once stayed here? Main dish: €26.

tourist office.

Mon to Sat from :9:00.

2 Osteria Da Vinci
Delicious, authentic Sicilian food.
Italians often eat pasta as a starter or side dish. Ordering a small
portion of pasta here, saves €2.

4 Prinsentuin
This renaissance garden, hidden
behind an old city wall, includes a
rose garden, an herb garden and
an area of fairytale-like paths lined
with hedges. The tearoom is worth
a visit. High Tea: €13. Lunch: €3.

Pizza/pasta: €13 meat/fish: €20.
Daily: 17:00 - 23:00.

5 Stadsschouwburg
A gorgeous building constructed
in 1883. The interior boasts three
balconies decorated with gold
ornaments, bold red chairs and
curtains to match. Score a ticket
for a performance; the theater
interior alone is worth it.

38 Groninger Museum
If you arrive by train you cannot
miss the stunning architecture of

(weather permitting).

Your Instagram feed should definitely include a photo
from the Visserbrug towards the Hoge der A, at the
north west side of the city centre! I find it a beautiful
part of Groningen. You can sense the rich history of
trade in this Hanseatic city. In the foreground are the
old sailing ships with historic warehouses and in the
background the Akerk. The best time to take a picture
is during sunset. The reflection in the water is gorgeous.

Mediterranean influences serves
up a culinary feast, offering various
menu packages such as a High
Tea, or in the evening a High Tapas.
Main dish: €16. 3 course menu: €29. Daily:

a brakke (hangover) brunch in a
casual atmosphere.
- late. Sun: 10:00 - 12:00.

16:00 - 22:00.

10 Café Kult
Café Kult has a warm and alternative atmosphere that gives you the
feeling that anything is possible.
Every first Tuesday of the month
you can play Bingo, have a meal,
enjoy a cocktail or smoke a cigarette or a doobie upstairs. Main

Daily: 10:30 - 23:00.

to Tue: 17:30 - 22:00. Wed to Sat: 17:30

first Tuesday of the month). Tue to

- 00:00. Bar: Mon to Sat 21:30 - late.

Sun: 16:00 - 03:00.

7 Het Concerthuis
A small slice of Berlin. On Sunday
Het Concerthuis treats you to

See

According to Mark Sekuur (34) Photographer

€15. 3 Course Menu: €30.

April to October daily: 10:00 - 18:00

City Centre

Picture perfect

8 Het Pakhuis
You’ll find this golden oldie night spot
tucked away in an alley. It’s always a
good time and you can dance until
the early hours. On the first floor you
can get dinner. Main dish: €15. Sun

Lunch: €6. High tea: €17. Main dish:

Best street for shopping

Not a fan of curves? Walk a straight line through the Folkingestraat , past the Fish Market to Stoeldraaierstraat and Oude
Kijk in ‘t Jatstraat. You’ll find plenty of cool spots there: a cozy
hair salon (Kapsoones), a hipster-barbershop with coffee (De
Zwarte Raaf), sweets and desserts (Toet,Toscana), gourmet
coffee (++, Black & Bloom, PS), tasty, cheap burgers (Papa
Joe’s), second-hand furniture (The Compaen, on the end) and
the best shop in the Netherlands (2015): Ariola. I’ll give you one
more tip: find the secret terrace on a side street.

According to Frank Brander (30) Urban planner

collaboration between architect
Rem Koolhaas and photographer
Erwin Olaf.
43 Nul50
This interior shop has so much
great designer stuff that after
two minutes of browsing you’ll
be thinking of trashing your own
interior and redecorating!
44 Café De Wolthoorn & Co
This is not just some brown
billiard cafe in a beautiful alley, it
was selected in 2008 as the best
pub in the Netherlands. It’s also
the political café of Groningen,
so meet the local politicians here
Sun to Thu: 16:00 - 01:00.Fri & Sat:
15:00 - 02:00.

45 Belgian Café de Pintelier
This cafe has the best Belgian
beers and serves tasty typical
Dutch snacks. Beer: €5. Sun to Wed:
3:00 - 02:00. Thu to Sat: 15:00 - 03:00.

46 De Uurwerker
Mingle with local students for
lunch, dinner or drinks. Also a
good place to work or study; they
don’t disturb you because you
only can order drinks and food at
the bar. Lunch: €7. Pizza: €9. Main
dish: €13. Tue to Fri: 10:00. Mon, Sat
& Sun: 12:00

the Groninger Museum. What’s
inside is even better. Entrance: €13.

Main dish €7. Lunch €7. Mon to Sat: 10:00

6 ‘t Feithhuis
This luxurious bar and restaurant
is known for their good baristas
and lovely garden. Enjoy lunch or
high tea or hang out in the lounge
area to read your newspaper.

36 Ariola Delicatessen
The deli sells delicious fresh
pasta, sandwiches and
snacks and has been repeatedly voted the best shop in
the Netherlands! Treat yourself
to a delicious take-away lunch

Sun to Thu: 17:00. Fri & Sat: 16:00

Be your lovely self! A down- to- earth mentality is the way we roll. Oh, and research
has shown that Stadjers are some of the
happiest people in the Netherlands; so keep
on smiling!

Climb the Martini tower

35 Folkingestraat
This is officially the best street for
shopping in the Netherlands! And
rightly so as such diverse dining
and unique shopping options
are nowhere else to be found.
Scattered around the street are
five hidden symbols referring
to the Jewish history of
this area. The synagogue is
almost all that is left after
the World War II. Nowadays
you can go here for exhibitions, tours, educational
events and concerts.

3 course menu + movie ticket: €25.

Locals call the city of Groningen “Stad”
which literally means city. Citizens of Groningen are called “Stadjers”. Convenient, eh?

If you want to greet a Stadjer? Say “moi” (pronounce like moy) instead of hello or goodbye.

34 Le Souk
This miniature North African
market is a hit in Groningen and
is known for its large assortment of herbs, fresh vegetables,
delicious olives, dolmas and other
Mediterranean tapas.

37 Eetcafé D’ouwe
Brandweer
The name already gives away that
this used to be a fire station. Got
a hot date? This is the perfect
place for a dinner and a movie.
For dessert, try the Pyromaniac!

Who are the local world famous heroes?
You’ve probably heard of football hero Arjen
Robben or perhaps Aletta Jacobs, who was
the first Dutch woman to attend to a university, the University of Groningen
. Oh, and no
biggie, but this university has produced three
Nobel Prize Winners: Frits Zernike, Kamerlingh Onnes and Albert Szent-Györgyi.

Rent a bike!

1 Martinitoren
The locals call this over 500 year
old tower “d’olle Grieze”, which
means “the old gray”. This fourth
highest tower of the Netherlands
can be climbed until the third
floor. Entrance €3. Buy your ticket

According to Jolijn Creutzberg (54)
Social entrepreneur

original birthday presents. The
owner of this shop is an artist and
sells his own creations alongside
other products from Groningen.

9 Moro
This restaurant with Southern

dish: €12. Bingo ticket: €3 (Every

11 Brouwerij Martinus
Martinus brewery is a

family business where Mom and
Pop manage the hospitality and a
pair of brothers brew beer in this
old warehouse. You can have a beer
tasting, listen to live music and enjoy
delicious food on Fridays and Saturdays. Tip: You can order every beer
here in a large or small size. Main

13 De Drie Gezusters
This nightspot with many different
bars, corridors and staircases
is a maze of different bars all
intertwined. This collection of bars
combined makes the largest café of
Europe and falls under the heading
‘De Drie’. Sun to Fri: 10:00 - late. Sat:

dish: €16. Tour: €10. Wed & Thu: 15:00

09:00 – late.

21:00. Fri & Sat: 14:00 - 23:00.
Sun: 14:00 - 21:00.

12 Trompbrug
Groningen’s love-lock
bridge. For the past
several years, people have
been placing locks on the
railing of this monumental
bridge. Be sure to watch
out; this narrow bridge is also
used by cyclist!

14 Grand Theater
This is a place where stage and production come together. The Grand
Theatre works closely with theater
and dance companies and offers
them rehearsal space and a stage.
15 De Gym
Inside de Gym you’ll find the alternative club OOST and the coffee shop
Bed. In OOST The DJs ensure a

quality music experience in the styles
of house, techno, disco and funk.
Coffee shop Bed is the new hangout
spot for studying and for hipsters
who want to relax. OOST: Fri & Sat
23:00 - 06:00. Bed: Mon to Sun 11:00
- 18:00. On Fridays you can come and
enjoy a meal for €3.50.

16 Het Zusje van Andre Dokter
Het Zusje takes ‘meat or fish’ to the
next level. If you want a vegetarian
meal, call ahead. Main dish: €25. Tue
to Fri: 17:00 - 22:00. Sat: 16:30 - 22:00.

17 Vera
Once a student Association, now an
alternative venue that is admired
by other Dutch venues and envied
for their image, good programming
and special band poster designs.

U2 and Nirvana played here before
they were famous!
18 Pacific
This Aussie Pub is the international
cafe in Groningen. Watch rugby
matches on a big screen on Wednesdays and enjoy cheap cocktails and
tasty food! Main dish: €17. Tue to Fri:

20 De Singels
These green lanes lined with tall
trees give you the feeling that you’re
strolling through a park. If you’re
coming from the center on the way
to the Groninger Museum, this is
a quiet and scenic route to walk,
surrounded by stunning villas.
21 Stardust
The best hipster shop
Groningen where you can score
vintage, remade, and new clothes
and accessories.

05:00 - 02:00. Sat: 16:00 - 02:00.

19 Café De Oude Wacht
Another golden oldie. This cafe was
opened in 1955 by none other than
Freddy Heineken, founder of Heineken
beer. Ironically, the new owners have
eight beers on tap that are unaffiliated
with the brand. They also have 20
types of wine! Main dish: €11. Lunch:

22 Eetcafé Roezemoes
Feel like some typically Dutch cuisine
called stamppot (vegetable mash
with potatoes)? Then you’re at the
right place at the stamppot café
Roezemoes. They serve a nutritious,
good meal with a good beer. The
Groninger ‘Rijsttafel’ is a nice surprise. Mash pot: €13. Main dish: €15

€6. Mon to Sat: 11:00 - 00:00. Sun:

Sun & Mon: 12:00 - 23:00. Tue: 11:00 -

11:00 - 23:00.

23:00. Wed to Sat: 11:00 - late

Eat

23 Boven Jan
Found literally on the highest street
of Groningen: het Hoogstraatje.
Step inside for a chat at the bar or
in the café and enjoy some good
food. Tip: during nice weather, the
roof terrace and the cozy garden is
open! Main dish: €19. Lunch: €8. Tue
to Thu & Sun: 16:00 - 22:00. Fri & Sat:
11:30 - 22:00.

Nightlife

Shop

find everything from the Groninger
metworst to a potato stall with more
than 10 different potato varieties.
Tue, Wed & Sat: 9:00 - 17:00

26 Laif and Nuver
This furniture shop has found the
perfect balance of modern and
traditional and has accessories like
nice journals, notebooks and CDs
to fill your cabinets.

24 Pure Frozen
Donuts aren’t common treats in
Groningen, but that’s not the reason
Pure Frozen is said to have the best
donuts in town. It’s because they’re
delicious! Frozen yoghurt is also a
special product in Groningen, be
sure to keep that in mind.

27 Tapasco
This tapas bar is hidden in an alley
but it’s worth searching out. Besides
good tapas, they offer a cinema
package that gives you unlimited
tapas and a movie ticket. Unlimited

Sun & Mon: 12:00 - 22:00. Mon to Sat:

& Sun: 17:00 - 23:00.

tapas: €20. Mon to Fri: 18:00 - 23:00. Sat

10:00 - 22:00.

25 Market on Tuesday,
Friday and Saturday
Shopping at this market is fun and
cozy, especially as the market in
Groningen has been chosen as
the best in the Netherlands. You’ll

28 Barrel
Groningen’s first wine bar. There
are at least 15 wines available by
the glass but if you’d like a whole
bottle, you’ve got 400 varieties
to choose from! Wine tasting: €18.
Mon: 19:30 - 23:00.Thu to Sat: 17:00 00:00. Sun: 20:00.

39 Stationshal
When arriving in Groningen
by train, walk through what
is absolutely one of the finest,
monumental station halls in
Europe. Admire the colorful
floral motifs and architectural
elements on the ceiling that are
made of papier-mâché.
40 Korenbeurs
This grand building with a Neoclassical facade was built between 1862 and 1865. It was
originally used as an exchange
for food grain trade. Nowadays
you’ll still find multiple types of
grain here as its has become a
beautiful supermarket
41 Noorderlicht
By organizing an annual photography festival, Noorderlicht
shines a light on the development,
trends and hypes of photography.
At their gallery at the Akerkhof
you can drop in throughout
the year to see exhibitions by
photographers from around the

47 De Sleutel
“Eten wat de pot schaft” is
their slogan and roughly translates to “eat what we give you!”
You can do just that for
€10. This cafe maintains
the feeling of the old days,
when it was frequented by
boisterous sailors. Main dish:
€17. Daily: 16:00

48 De Soepwinkel
Every day this shop has four
different soups for eat-in or
take-away. Are you a fan of
the soups and want to learn
to make them yourself? De
Soepwinkel gives away their
secrets during their workshops. Soup: €5.

50 De Stadsakker
This shop offers weekly, bi-weekly
and monthly fresh vegetable
package available for pick-up.
Awesome! Because it’s locally
sourced, the supply can be
wide-ranging or limited. It
depends on the harvest.
51 Zwanestraat
& Kromme Elleboog
The Zwanestraat is a pleasant
shopping street with unique
shops. Cross the Guldenstraat
to the Kromme Elleboog where
Bonbon Studio Luca and Leuk
& Lekker are located. It’s a nice
addition to what’s found on
the Zwanestraat.
52 Academiegebouw
The impressive Academiegebouw
is the headquarters for the
30,000 students at the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. In addition
to the Neo-Renaissance style
exterior, the interior is beautiful
and exceptionally cool.
53 Grand Café-Restaurant
Mr. Mofongo
Behind the glass on the first floor
are the giant tanks where Mr.
Mofongo’s booze is distilled. The
liquor cabinet of this cocktail bar
is so high (7 meters!) that they
have a robotic arm to get the
drinks down. The menu of the
ground floor (breakfast, lunch, tea
and dinner) is just as extensive
as the world travels Mr. Mofongo
makes to provide its customers
with the finest products Main dish:
€17. Daily from: 11:00.

54 Spaak: Koffie
en Koers
A hipster mecca where
the craft of brewing
good coffee is taken seriously and youcan marvel at beautiful bicycles,
parts, accessories and
and read some cycling
literature. Tue, Wed, Fri to
Sun: 9:30 - 18:00. Thu: 9:30 - 21:00.

55 Café De Drie Uiltjes
On Saturday evening the tables
are pushed aside to transform
a portion of the bar into a dance
floor. The cafe has no closing

world. Entrance: free. Wed to Sun:

time. On a sunny day you can
hang out and enjoy their garden..

12:00 - 18:00.

42 Public toilet
Reitemakersrijge
Have a free pee in the most
expensive and most artistic
public restroom The Netherlands!
The functional art design is a

he’s on the jury at various
barista competitions. Make sure
you show up with appetite; their
pies and cakes are real treats.

Sun to Thu: 16:00 - 00:00. Fri & Sat:
14:00 - 00:00.

49 Black & Bloom
There is no one in Groningen as
serious about coffee as the owner of Black & Bloom. Every year

The north of Groningen

Aaierbal!

The eierbal is very popular among the
“Stadjers” and is a part of our cultural
heritage. We call them ‘aaierbal’ which is
pronounced as eye-r-ball.

An eierbal? What is that?
An eierbal is an vegetarian snack which
consists of a hard-boiled egg wrapped with
ragout. The ball is then breaded and fried.

best live performances

Zernike

Tiny, quirky and intimate. That’s my description of Saturdays between 23:00 - 1:00 at Atelier Il sole in Cantina
Haddingestraat 16. In this atelier from Antonella and
Leonardo, there’s an improvisational jazz performance
every Saturday. You can hear many types of music from
all different cultures and the wine flows freely. Be sure
not to come with big groups and try not to talk too much
about it so we can hold on to the uniqueness of this gem!

The taste of Groningen

You haven’t truly been to Groningen if
you’ve not tasted the local snack, the
eierbal! While you are here you should
definitely treat yourself one at a snackcorner or cafetaria. As a can-always-eat
person I prefer them after a few drinks.

According to Ellen beck (30) DESIGNER

According to Nina Wijnmaalen (35) Visual artist
Paddepoel

Groningen
Noord

57 The Pool
This Mediterranean restaurant situated
in The Student Hotel has trendy styling,
creative cocktails and tapas-style dishes.
Breakfast: €8. Lunch: €8. Main dish: €13. Mon

cultural groups, The NNT and the
NNO. The NNT is known for their socially
critical pieces that can leave you with
a feeling of hope as you walk out at
the end of the show. The North Dutch
Orchestra (NNO) is known for their
surprising and original compositions and
collaborations.
63 Outdoor Gym & Playground
Outdoor games for young and old! Want
to play sports for free between the old
warehouses and the water? Head over
to the Urban Gym Oosterkade. There’s a
children’s playground, an urban gym and
basketball court!

to Thu: 07:00 - 22:00. Fri to Sat: 7:00 - 23:00.
Vinkhuizen

Sun: 8:00 - 22:00.

raat
est
ing
Ebb
Oude

Students in Groningen organised “The Big Groninger Eierbal
Test”. In 2016 the eierbal from Kwalitaria Jolie won with a score
of 8,3. The biggest eierbal came from Friet van Piet
. The ragout and breadcrumb coated ostrich egg had a circumference
of 44 cm! At this snack bar they not only have eierballen, but also
feierballen. As you’ve probably already guessed, this ball is spicy!

58 Brasserie De Garage
A new hotspot with a terrace, lunch, bar
food and snacks. Lunch: €5. Mon to Sat:
11:00 - 23:00.

Want to taste one? You can find a cafeteria at each “eierbal”- symbol on the map!

59 Simplon
Whether you like rock, rap or dance, you’ll
find your fix here. This venue has two rooms
and a cozy little cafe where each month a
new artist exhibits his or her work. Prices
and opening hours vary per performance,
concert or festival.

Grote
Markt

get around

60 Le Maronnier
When you enter this tiny, hidden restaurant,
you’ll feel like you’re on vacation in France. A
French wine pairs perfectly with the relaxed
atmosphere. Main dish €19 Thu to Sun 18:00-

The easiest way to get around is on foot. The city is very compact and walkable. From the central station it’s a 10 to 15
minute walk to the Grote Markt. Don’t want to walk? Take the
bicycle rickshaw: Fietstaxi Yvette. www.fietstaxiyvette.nl

21:30. Tweede Hunzestraat 33.

Gedempte Zuiderdiep

If you want to go further away, then take a bike. Within no
time you can reach everywhere in the city. Both the city and
the surrounding area have a wide network of bike paths.

61 Eetcafé de Padang
It looks like a pub, but you’ll quickly change
your mind when you step inside and smell
the delicious Moroccan cuisine! Oven Dish-

You can find a bike rental place on the map.

Meeuwerderweg

Don’t feel like cycling? Take public transportation (‘Openbaar
Vervoer’/OV). Groningen has three stations: Hoofdstation (Central Station), Groningen Noord, and Europapark. As a tourist you can purchase a disposable chip
card. Remember to check-in and check-out when entering or exiting the train or bus. You can
plan your journey through www.9292.nl. Purchase a chipcart at a supermarket, hoofdstation (vending machine)
or bookshop.

56 Pubquizen
It’s especially common among students and
a very popular activity while drinking beer:
with a team of friends, compete against
other teams by answering questions about
music, sports, art, current affairs and
topography. The one in de Toeter and is
organized in Dutch and English, and you
can also wrack your brain at de Doos, het
Catshuys, de Pels and de Oude Schans.

Stationstraat

Explore some more...

es: €15. Grilled dishes: €16. Tajine: €16. Fish:
€18. daily: 16:00 - 00:00. Padangstraat 3.

62 Noord Nederlands Toneel
(NNT) & Noord Nederlands
Orkest (NNO)
Groningen takes pride
in having two amazing

64 Paradigm
This techno factory is the best underground club in the BeNeLux and has the
atmosphere and allure of an obscure
Berlin club. This vibe will in 2017 be
brought forth at their new location
at the old sugar plant area called the
Suikerunieterrein. Helsinkistraat 6,
Groningen.
65 Friet van Piet
There definitely is a difference in the quality
of fries and Piet’s are fantastic. This snack
bar has been around for 40 years and wins
awards on a regular basis, including “Best
cafeteria of Groningen in 2014” as well as
a sustainability award. Fries with meat: €7.
Fries: €3. Snacks: €2. Tue to Fri: 11:00 - 23:00.
Sat & Sun: 12:00 - 21:30.

66 Hoornsedijk
The Hoornsedijk is one of the most beautiful
parts of Southern Groningen. There’s a long,
winding path that follows the original path of
the river Drentscha Aa. There’s
a windmill nearby (De Helper, Molenpad, Haren)
that’s wonderful place
to recover from a
bike ride around
the Paterswoldsemeer

Stadspark
Go for a jog, take a walk or play a game of
Frisbee in this beautifully and expansive
park. Concourslaan.
68 Eetcafé van de Markt
This place feels like your grandmother’s
living room. The old chairs and tassles on
the lampshades turn up the atmosphere
a notch. The concept of this cafe is simple:
good food with fresh products from the
market. Main dish: €16. Tue to Sun: 17:00 - 01:00.
69 Droppie
If you’ve got a sweet tooth, this is the place
to be. This nostalgic old Dutch store has
more than 300 kinds of candy. €1.50 per
100g of liquorice. Mon: 13:00 - 18:00. Tue to
Fri: 10:00 - 18:00. Sat: 10:00 - 17:00.
Sun: 12:00 - 17:00.

72 Eetcafé Lambik
At this cafe situated near the Noorderplantsoen, the daghap (daily special) is quite
popular among the stadjers. The choices
are fish, meat or vegetarian. For lunch,
coffee, pastry or a drink, this place is great.
Daily special: €9. Tue to Sun: 12:00 - 23:00.

73 Noorderplantsoen
Right near the center, this park is a super
choice for going into chill mode. Barbecuing
is tolerated here, but you can also get a
pizza delivered if you can manage to clearly
describe where you are!
74 Café de Minnaar
Mingle, drink, play a game, have deep conversations or hold important discussions in
this cozy cafe. You can do it all until the early
hours in this neighborhood favorite.
Daily: 16:00 - 02:00.

70 Pernikkel
A quirky and beautifully styled place to go
for breakfast, lunch,
dinner or adrink. The
menu changes weekly
and is therefore short
and sweet. The food is
delicious. Main dish €15.
Mon to Sat 10:00 - 22:00.
Sun 11:00 - 21:00.

Most remarkeble street

I find the Butjesstraat to be a noteworthy street, considering
its history. ‘Hey, butje!’ is something you’ll occasionally hear in
the streets of Groningen, mostly used by students. It’s a term
used to call someone a ‘softy.’ The origin of this term goes all
the way back to 1914, when a school for children with learning
and behavioral problems was founded on this street. The children were labeled ‘butjes’ and this epithet, which is currently
widely and universally used as a term of abuse, was born.

According to Rients Verschoor (26) STUDENT

71 Suikerfabriek
10 minutes cycling from the city center
is the Suikerunieterrein, where you’ll find
the remains of an former suger plant (the
Suikerunie). After shutdown in 2008, the
Suikerunieterrein is undergoing a major
facelift. Over the next 10 years, a lot of cool
and temporary initiatives are planned: Paradigm Underground Club often organizes
dance parties here, the Rebel Rebel Hostel
is almost finished and there are a lot more
exciting things to come! De Wolkenfabriek:
Tue, Wed, Thu, Sat: 11:00-18:30, Fri & Sun:
11:00 - 22:00. Energieweg 10, Groningen.

75 de Kleine Moghul
This colorful restaurant makes great Indian
food. Eat in or take-away. Main dish: €10. Sat
to Wed: 16:00 - 22:00.

76 Café Hammingh
The ambiance of this location on the water
is great. It’s nice and easy to cycle to; follow
the winding paths along Reitdiep. This trip
takes about 45 minutes from the Grote
Markt. Lunch: €17. Main dish: €20. Tue to Sun:
from 10:00. Check seasonal opening times on
their website. Hunzeweg 32, Garnwerd

(see bike ride).

Want to take a day trip but still stay close to Groningen?
Take the boat to the Island of Schiermonnikoog or visit a
fortress in Bourtange to experience the Middle Ages. More

200 meter

tips can be found here: http://toerisme.groningen.nl/visit

3 minutes walk
(1km is 4 minutes cycling)

City surroundINg
See

Tourism OFfice

THE locals!

Here they answer (almost) all questions you This map is crowdsourced, which helps
can imagine about Groningen. We dare you to you discover the local gems. Many thanks
try to stump them! Mon: 12:00 - 18:00. Tue to Fri: 9:30 to the crowd that shared all the valuable
- 18:00. Sat: 10:00 - 17:00. Sun: 12:00 - 16:00.
tips!
Tip: get here your half-price, super last-minute
tickets to shows and concerts [weekends only,
from Friday 12:00]. Or order them online via
www.uit.groningen.nl/last-minutes

Good to know
Dinner is
before 22:00

Lunch is usually
before 15:00

• Most shops are closed on Monday morning.
• More info via www.tourism.groningen.nl.
In case of emergency please
call 112. Not an emergency but
you still need the police? Call
0900-8844.

Frank Brander, Gijs Marsman, Johanna
Seelbach, Trijnie Beck, Jolijn Creutzberg,
Maarten Bronts, Nina Wijnmaalen, Peter
Beck, Rients Verschoor, Rim Lucassen
and Tim Smith.
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A city walk

The end of the Grote Appelstraat brings you
to the very lovely Noorderplantsoen
,a
popular park where thousands of Stadjers
come to barbecue and relax on the lawn
during the long, warm summer evenings.

Nightlife

Shop

Eierbal hotspot

Your own notes...

Supermarket

Via vibrant districts, with a monumental twist!
• Walking time: 45 minutes (without a break)
• Distance: 3 kilometers

This tour begins at one of the prettiest churches in Groningen; the medieval Der Aa-kerk.
From there, it takes you down one of the nicest streets in the city, de Oude Kijk in ‘t Jatstraat. Check out the Neo-Renaissance Academiegebouw al Broerplein;
the main building of Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. This historic university
ranks among the top 100 in the world!
Walk to the Kijk in ‘t Jatbrug for
an exceptional view of the Noorderhaven.
Through the beautiful Guyotplein and Nieuwe
Boteringestraat you’ll arrive at the Nieuwe
Kerk, which is surrounded by a quaint park
full of impressive trees. The Kleine and Grote
Appelstraat will lead you through the heart
of the spirited Hortusbuurt, a 17th century
neighborhood full of courtyards and ‘hofjes’
which
previously housed the sick and
elderly. Today it’s a lively student area and the location of several faculties of the university.

Eat

Bike rent

From the southern tip of the plantsoen,
stroll down via the Plantsoenbrug, Reitdiepskade and the river Lage der A along
the most monumental part of Groningen.
There are numerous sail boats parked here
that paint a nostalgic picture of the city.
From Aa-brug and Brugstraat you’ll have a
beautiful view straight through to Der Aa-kerk.
Just before you reach the end of the tour,
you’ll walk along the Reitemakersrijge, home
of most expensive and extrinsic public lavatory
in The Netherlands. It was designed
by world-renowned architect Rem Koolhaas
and photographer Erwin Olaf. From there,
follow the water by the Insectenhotel at Minerva Art Academy and continue through to
the Zuiderkuipen, Reitema- kersrijge and
Munnekeholm, back to Der Aa-kerk.

No. 1 bike city
IN thE world!

A bike ride

Enjoy the beauty of Groningen’s south side with a 20 kilometer
bike tour! Use this link: www.cityoftalent.nl/bikeroute to open
the guided route in Google Maps and navigate by using your
smartphone. Check the icons for more information about the
hotspots and tasteful tips for lunch.

Nowhere in the world is cycling as popular as in Groningen. Cycling is in our DNA. Each Groninger owns at least one bicycle. Thus, as many as 61% of all trips into the city are made by
bike. That’s unique in the world!

A sneak preview: your journey begins at the Hoofdstation of Groningen; one of
the most exquisite station halls in all of Europe. From there, you head over to the
beautiful Stadspark.

Groningen is very bicycle-friendly, this means that bike traffic moves quickly. There are rain
sensors on some traffic lights that give cyclists priority during a rainstorm, bike highways are
being built and there are intersections where cyclists have green light at the same time. It
seems chaotic; but a closer look reveals that it works excellently. The busiest bike path is the
Korreweg; every day it’s used by as many as 15,000 cyclists.

From this park you can follow two routes. We recommend them both! Route 1
goes via the extraordinary architecture of the Wall House #2 and the Hoornseplas, the most popular recreational lake in Groningen. Route 2 visits the Onlanden
nature reserve, which introduces you to a large wetland area rich in bird life.

The Hoofdstation of Groningen is the best place to see the bicycle
craze of Groningen. In the immediate vicinity of the station is space
for a total of 10,000 bikes. Secured bicycle storage areas are found
everywhere in the city. Convenient, because sometimes bikes get stolen.
If you’re really a cycling fanatic, don’t miss Spaak
, the cool, new bicycle café Groningen.
And, of course, rent a bike
and ride the 20 km cycling tour around the Paterswoldsemeer!

After lunch, next stop is at the south side of the Paterswoldsemeer. Take a peek
to the north for a lovely view of the Groningen skyline. Cycle back via the east side
of the lake via a picturesque route. A good moment to flop down and open up that
bottle of wine at the windmill De Helper.

Europapark

Paterswoldsemeer

The south of Groningen
(part of Bike Ride Tour 1)

Take a ride around the Paterswoldsemeer!

• Cycling time: 1 hour and 15 minutes. (without a break)
• Distance: 20 kilometer
Tip! Bring a picnic blanket, a bottle of wine and something to nibble on.

A very chill spot

You know what I do when I have a date or want to relax on a nice summer day?
I'll get a bottle of wine, tapas and some candles and take my date on the carrier of
my bike to the Paterswoldsemeer, look for one of the jetties by the witte molen
and surprise her with a fantastic evening! It’s also super fun to do with your friends!

With love from Gijs Marsman (36) financial controller

